


ADDITIONAL COMFORT

Sore knees from kneeling?   

The RPB® unique Knee Pad inserts  

simply fit into the internal pockets 

in the Blast Suits knees for 

maximum comfort.

Advanced comfort and usability
As you know, blasting creates a dangerous environment.  
How can you ensure your workers are protected and productive? 
The RPB® Blast Suit is your solution, providing ultimate protection 
and comfort to the operator, advancing your safety and  
increasing your productivity.



RPB® BLAST SUIT SIZE CHART (INCH)

SIZE M L XL XXL XXXL XXXXL

CHEST 38 40 42 44 46 48

WAIST 34 36 38 40 42 44

HIP 40 42 44 46 48 50

TOTAL LENGTH 62 63 64 65 66 68

INSIDE LEG 30 30 30 30 30 30

Heavy duty nylon for 

maximum protection to the 

front of your body and arms

Robust nylon zipper 

with protective cover

Adjustable leg cuffs

Breathable cotton 

back designed to keep 

the operator cool

Optional knee pads

Available in 6 sizes

Elasticated waist 

for comfort fit

THE PERFECT PAIR

Made from premium quality leather with 

Kevlar stitching for additional durability, 

the RPB® 07-701 Leather Gloves pair 

perfectly with the RPB® Blast Suit.



Contact your local RPB distributor now:

RPB® NOVA 2000™

As you know, it is important that your 

blasters are as comfortable as possible  

to obtain maximum productivity.  

How can you increase your productivity?

The RPB® Nova 2000™ has been designed 

specifically for blasting, focusing on 

improved operator comfort to boost 

employees’ performance. It meets 

worldwide respiratory protection  

standards including NIOSH, CE and AS/NZS.

The RPB® Blast Suit pairs perfectly with these products and more:

RPB® NOVA 3®

It is paramount that your blasters have 

the best equipment to obtain maximum 

productivity. How can you increase 

productivity and advance your safety?

The RPB® Nova 3™ is an advance on  

the RPB® Nova 2000™ in comfort and 

functionality. It can also be customized  

to suit individual needs, further enhancing 

employees’ performance. It meets 

worldwide safety standards worldwide 

including NIOSH, ANSI Z87.1 -2010+, 

ANSIZ89.1 -2012 Type 1.

RPB® C40 CLIMATE CONTROL DEVICE™

Working in an environment where  

the temperature is comfortable is key  

to maximizing productivity. So how  

can you ensure that your employees  

are productive? 

Your solution is the RPB® C40™, which can 

heat and cool your supplied air as desired. 

With the slide of a lever, your employees 

can switch from heating to cooling 

ensuring they are always comfortable.


